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ABSTRACT
In general, block ciphers consist of one top-level structural model into which the round function F is
plugged into. In order to analyze the security of a cipher, it is also important to study the intrinsic security
provided by these top-level structural models. Most research focuses in determining F functions that yield
secure Feistel Networks (FN). This paper analyses the structural models of a generalized concept of FN
known as Extended Feistel Network (EFN). EFN splits the input blocks into n > 2 sub-blocks. Like
conventional FN, EFN consists of a series of rounds whereby at least one sub-block is subjected to an Ffunction. The work examines the models in terms of its avalanche criterion in order to determine the
optimal scheme suitable for the design of a flexible block size cipher. The analysis shows that EFN TypeII is the most optimal structural model for this design.
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1. Introduction
A Feistel Network (FN) is a general method of
transforming the input block in a cipher through
a repeated application of keyed, non-linear Ffunctions into a permutation [1][2]. It was
invented by Horst Feistel [3] and was
popularized by Data Encryption Standard (DES)
[4]. Since then it has been used in many block
cipher designs such as FEAL [5] and Blowfish
[6]. A direct extension of FN splits the input
block into n > 2 sub-blocks [2]. This structure is
known as Extended Feistel Network [EFN].
EFN is used in several Advance Encryption
Standard (AES) candidates such as CAST-256
[7], MARS [8 ] and RC6 [9]. The AES
candidates use 128-bit block size and 128, 196
and 256 bits key size. The call to AES was made

due to the vulnerability of DES. The first
drawback is the short key size and another one is
its 64-bit block size [10][11]. The small block
size is vulnerable to matching cipher-text attacks
[12]. As the cryptanalysis techniques become
more sophisticated, in future even 128-bit block
size may become too small and vulnerable to
attacks. Therefore, it is relevant to design a
cipher with a flexible block size. Some ciphers
with flexible block size are FOX [13] and TST
[14]. In fact Rijndael and RC6 were first
designed with flexible block sizes. This trend
has motivated our work on the analysis of EFN
schemes.
There has been considerable research in
determining what sorts of F-functions yield
secure Feistel networks, but little has been

written about the underlying EFN structure [1].
Some work on EFN schemes can be found in
[2][15][16][17]. The aim of this paper is to
investigate the behavior of EFN structures in
terms of the avalanche effect on the cipher-text.
Avalanche is an important cryptographic
property of a block cipher which states that a
cipher satisfies the avalanche criterion if a single
plaintext bit is changed, one half of the ciphertext bits will change [18]. This is to determine
the optimal scheme that is suitable for the design
of a flexible block size cipher.
This paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, a formal definition of EFN is given.
Section 3 reviews the cryptographic property of
avalanche criterion and strict avalanche criterion.
The methodology of the avalanche analysis of
EFN is given in section 4. Next, the results and
discussion are presented in section 5 and finally
a conclusion is made in section 6.

2. Extended Fiestel Network
In a conventional FN, the plaintext block is
divided evenly into two sub-blocks. The round
function F operates on the right sub-block and
then combined with the left sub-block via
bitwise exclusive or (XOR). The two sub-blocks
are then swapped and become the input to the
next round. However, an EFN splits the input
block into n > 2 sub-blocks [2]. These subblocks are then mixed through repeated
application of keyed, non-linear F-functions in
order to generate a permutation of the input
block [1]. The swapping of sub-blocks can be
viewed as a circular shift. There are various
types of transformations in EFN. For the
purpose of this paper, we described three types
of EFN, namely, EFN Type-I, EFN Type-II and
EFN Type-III.

P4 ⊕ F(P3), …, Pn ⊕ F(Pn-1), P1.
(2)
Finally EFN Type-III has one F-function for
every sub-block and is defined as follows:
C1, C2, …, Cn-1, Cn = P2 ⊕ F(P1), P3 ⊕ F(P2), …,
(3)
Pn ⊕ F(Pn-1), P1.

3. Cryptographic Property – Strict
Avalanche Criterion
The corner stone of a block cipher design is to
provide confusion and diffusion [19]. Confusion
is to complicate the statistical relationship
between the cipher-text and the key [20], while
diffusion spreads the influence of individual
plaintext symbols over as much of the ciphertext as possible, thereby hiding the statistical
features of the plaintext [19]. The effect of
confusion and diffusion to the cipher-text is
known as avalanche effect. A cipher satisfies the
avalanche criterion if a single plaintext bit is
changed, on average, half of the cipher-text bits
change [18][21][22].
Formally avalanche can be defined as
follows [18]:
Definition 2.7:
A cipher is said to satisfy the avalanche criterion
if, for each key, on average half of the ciphertext bits change when one plaintext bit is
changed. That is,
E(w(∆C) ⏐ w(∆P) = 1) = N / 2

(4)

where,

and

∆P = P’ ⊕ P”,
∆C = C’ ⊕ C”,
w - the Hamming weight of the
specified vector,
N – the block size.

EFN Type-I employs only one F-function in
its design. The output cipher-text for each round
can be described as follows:

An extension to avalanche is Strict Avalanche
Criterion (SAC) as specified in the following
definition [18]:

C1, C2, …, Cn-1, Cn =
P2 ⊕ F(P1), P3, …, Pn-1, Pn, P1.

Definition 2.8:
A cipher is said to satisfy SAC if, for each key,
each cipher-text bit changes with a probability of
0.5 when a single plaintext bit is changed. That
is,

(1)

where Pi is the ith sub-block. EFN Type-II uses
one F-function for every two consecutive subblocks. Similarly, this type of transformation
can be defined by:
C1, C2, …, Cn-1, Cn = P2 ⊕ F(P1), P3,

Prob(∆Ct = 1 ⏐ ∆Pt = ei) = 0.5 for 1 ≤ t ≤ N and
1≤i≤N

where,
ei = [e1 e2 … eN] with
ei = 1 and ej = 0 for j ≠ i.

(5)

SAC is the avalanche probability that can be
used as one measure of the performance of a
cipher. The fewer rounds it takes for the
avalanche probability to converge to 0.5, the
more efficient the cipher construction is said to
be because it can reach a certain level of security
strength with fewer number of rounds [23]. The
satisfaction of the avalanche criterion and SAC is
a necessary condition for the randomness of the
cipher-text.

4. SAC Analysis Methodology
The objective of the SAC analysis is to
determine the structural model for EFN that will
allow efficient implementation with the fewest
number of rounds necessary to achieve a suitable
level of security.
For this analysis, an
experiment was set up to evaluate the SAC
properties of EFN Type-I, EFN Type-II and EFN
Type-III structural models.
In this analysis,
DES F-function is employed for all three types
of EFN models. Three different block sizes were
analyzed, that are 128-bit, 192-bit and 256-bit,
whereby the size of each sub-block is 32-bit. In
general, the procedure of the experiment is as
follows:
i.

Perform two encryptions, E(P1,K2) and
E(P2,K2) to produce cipher-texts C1 and
C2.
ii. Evaluate Y = C1 ⊕ C2.
iii. Count the occurrence of each bit in Y and
evaluate the SAC probability by averaging
the counts of bit occurrences.

The total population of the data is the
product of the plaintext space and the key space.
Since the total population is very large, therefore
it is not possible to test all the data. Therefore a
sample of population will be tested. The sample
is divided into three data sets as used in [24].
They are grouped as follows:
Set K1 = K2 = 0, P1 = 0 and P2 = Pi where
Pi is the plaintext when its ith bit position is
set to 1 and all other bits are set to 0 (Note: 0
signifies setting all bit positions to 0).
ii. Set K1 = K2 = 0, P1 = 1 and P2 = Pi where
Pi is the plaintext when its ith bit position is
set to 0 and all other bits are set to 1 (Note: 1
signifies setting all bit positions to 1).
iii. Set K1 and K2 to a random key value with
K1 = K2. Set P1 and P2 to the same fixed
random value but in every iteration of the
test, P2 = Pi where Pi is the plaintext when
its ith bit position is changed. This set is
repeated for 100 times.

i.

The SAC analysis for DES with conventional FN
is also performed and is used to compare the
performance of EFN models.

5. Results and Discussion
The SAC probability for each round for all
models with the same block size is plotted in
order to compare which model will converge to
SAC probability = 0.5 faster.
The SAC
probability for DES is also plotted on each graph
so that we can compare the performance with
respect to DES. Figure 2 – Figure 4 are the
SAC probability graphs plotted for block size of
128-bit, 192-bit and 256-bit respectively.

The encryptions are repeated for rounds 1 –
16 for each pair of plaintexts. The block
diagram for the procedure of the experiment is as
depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A block diagram for the avalanche
effect tests.
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Figure 2: SAC probability comparison for 128
bit block size
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Figure 3: SAC probability comparison for 192bit block size.

In EFN, the F-function is the most
computationally expensive operation in a round.
EFN Type-II employs half the number of Ffunctions as EFN Type-III as defined in section
2. Since EFN Type-II performs almost as well
as EFN Type-III in achieving the avalanche
probability of 0.5 and requires less F-functions
as compared to EFN Type-III, then EFN Type-II
is a better choice for designing a cipher with a
flexible block size. Furthermore, EFN Type-II
can take advantage over parallel architecture, but
not the other two types of EFN structural
models. For EFN Type-I model, although it
requires only one F-function for all block sizes,
the number of rounds needed to achieve
avalanche probability of 0.5 increases almost
exponentially.
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Figure 4: SAC probability comparison for 256bit block size
From the graphs, it is evident that DES
avalanche probability climbs close to 0.5 faster
when compared to the three types of EFN for all
block sizes of plaintexts. However, DES with
conventional FN or 64-bit block size never reach
avalanche probability of 0.5 while all three types
of EFN managed to achieve 0.5 probability.
Among the EFN models, EFN Type-III appears
to be the most efficient cipher in terms of
avalanche because its probability approaches 0.5
faster than the other two types.
Another
observation is that more rounds are needed in
order to converge to a probability of 0.5 when
the block size is increased. In general, EFN
Type-II performs almost as well as EFN Type-III
and EFN Type-I performs the worst. For EFN
Type-II and EFN Type-III models, there is only a
small increase in threshold number of rounds to
achieve avalanche probability of 0.5 as the block
size increases but for EFN Type-I, the increase is
almost exponential.

An empirical avalanche analysis was performed
on three EFN structural models with DES Ffunction. The avalanche probability can be used
as a measure on the performance of a cipher
whereby the smaller the threshold number of
rounds needed to converge to the avalanche
probability of 0.5, implies that a cipher
construction is more efficient [23]. The
experiment shows that as block size increases,
the threshold number of rounds to achieve the
avalanche probability of 0.5 also increases.
The F-function plays a significant role in
achieving the avalanche effect as revealed by the
analysis. The empirical analysis shows that as
more functions are used for each round the
smaller the threshold number of rounds needed
by the model to achieve avalanche probability of
0.5. However it is important to note that in EFN
the F-function is the most computationally
expensive operation in a round. Since the
performance of EFN Type-II is not that far
behind the performance of EFN Type-III and
EFN Type-II requires half the number of Ffunctions as EFN Type-III, then EFN Type-II
structural model is the optimal scheme for the
design of a flexible block size cipher.
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